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Why does a
lawyer
specializing in

Bankruptcy
use Words and Phrases
everyday?
For the same reason a lawyer handling Trusts, Family Law
or Criminal Law does.
Words and Phrases works for these lawyers by providing direct access to case
law fast. Here's how you use it:
In handling bankruptcy proceedings, the question of preferential transfer often
arises. Example: Company A deposits $75,000 to the account of Company
B, alleged bankrupt. Subsequently, Company A receives the proceeds from
the sales of $75,000 worth of tools, which had constituted a part of Company B's
inventory. Is this a preferential transfer?
Look up preferential transfer in Words and Phrases. (It's alphabetically arranged
without indexes or tables.) Under those two words you find all the state and
federal judicial interpretations: 35 citations plus a cross reference to fraudulent
transfers for further research if need be.
Whatever your practice, Words and Phrases gives you direct access to case
law. That's why so many lawyers use it every day. Your West representative
will show you how Words and Phrases will work for you.
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You'll tind yourself using it every day
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